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Growing up in the former rubber capital of the world, where the mercury levels in the water may have
been a little too high and the struggles of family, friends, and neighbors were a little too visible, I found
myself surrounded by people who were compelled to express themselves creatively. My mother was
always drawing and crafting anything she could get her hands on. My father would blow on his trumpet for hours
when he had been laid off from the factory. Maybe they were using expression to overcome personal difﬁculties.
Or maybe they were simply creating to create.
In all of us there is an innate drive to express ourselves creatively. As children, we produce drawings and objects
of unhindered brilliance whenever given the chance. For most of us, this fades by the time we are adults, or we
apply it to other means through work or play.
There are some individuals who for some unknown reason (even to them) produce wonderful works of raw
creativity. These people usually have little or no formal training and have no interest in the art world. They create
to create. It is that act of pure artistic vision that we hope to celebrate and facilitate in each issue of Contraption.
Contraption hopes to document and inspire pure artistic vision by featuring the work of these individuals,
providing a forum for their voices and facilitating community art projects that will educate and inspire others to
engage in creative expression.
Contraption’s goal is to ignore the boundaries and labels of academic, commercial and professional art forums.
We will feature a wide range of artists—trained and untrained, emerging and established—producing work in a
variety of mediums.
In this ﬁrst issue, we have gathered an array of artwork, writing and music whose authors have in one form or
another applied a visionary method of expression to create, whether it is the work of the proliﬁc 78 1⁄2 year old
David Livingston or Ray Materson’s uplifting story of overcoming addiction and prison through art. Collector
and writer Dan Prince explores the concept of the self taught. We talk with painter Chris Mars about his work and
clawing out from under one’s given label. Our audio cd offers a glimpse into the moody & passionate broodings
of Buzz Boron as well as interviews with our featured artists including UFO artist Ionel Talpazan’s explanation of
the origins of the universe.
JOHNATHAN SWAFFORD
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The cover of this issue
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Marchell Swafford
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TEXT BY DAN PRINCE
Dan Prince has been writing about Outsider Art and the American Folk
environment since 1970. Dan shares with us how the concept of self taught can
focus our raw energies and expose us to imagery both striking and profoud.
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PHOTOGRAPHY BY CASSANDRA MALLIEN

David Livingston Hanson takes art personally. For
him, it’s political. Seventy-eight and half plus years old
(he tells you the half, even though many that age long
ago stopped counting the months to their next birthday),
writer, artist, composer, and photographer, David is all of
these things. Add to the list, entrepreneur.
David will tell you of his life, “ I have devoted it to
the arts, but it is a life that hasn’t always been easy.”
Without formal artistic training or education, he credits
his mother, a teacher for 33 years, for starting him out in
the arts. She taught him from the age of 9 to play piano
and pursue his dream.
Growing up in rural Georgia, where few are able to make
it as working artists, David didn’t take practical jobs and
relegate his artistic pursuits to evenings and weekends.
In the mid-1960s, he learned framing and went on to manage “The Poor Man’s Frame Shop,” where the owner allowed him to display his work in the front room, and keep
whatever money he made for the paintings he sold.
“It was a very proliﬁc time,” he recalls, “and I even
received a few commissions.”
Always curious, David would visit the nearby public
library during his lunch hour. The afternoon that he picked
up the encyclopedia and read about the early twentieth
century Dada movement, set him on a deﬁning course.
When he read that Dada was anti-art, anti-beauty and
anti-aesthetics, he took it personally. He viewed it as antithetical to everything he believed.
In response, David established the Pro-Esthetic Society,
and self-published the Spirit of Esthetics. In it, he wrote
and illustrated poetry that promoted all that he found
beautiful in the arts. Lacking external funds to publish
or distribute the newsletter, he wasn’t dissuaded. It was a
mission or sorts, something he felt that he had to do.
In 1970, he started his own business, The House of 3
Arts, a shop where he brought together the three major
arts of painting, music, and writing. He would take any
kind of work that he could get, just to keep pursuing his
art. During the Summer of 1999 a ﬁre in David’s home consumed much of his works-in progress. Some of these were
paintings that he had been slowly adding to over a period
of more than 40 years. Most of his music equipment was
destroyed along with many of the master recordings and
sheet music of his life-long musical works. What remains
are a few pieces that he scavenged from the ﬁre.
While he’s accomplished much, it is not nearly as much
as he had hoped. “But I still have some time left,” he
says “and I’m not done yet.”
David has provided us with an account of some of his
artistic activities during his life in a letter published on
the following pages.
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Dear Mr. Swafford:
The following is a summary of important events in my life:
Let us start at the beginning. Where and when I was born. When is the easier part; a little over 78 and a half years
ago. So that makes me fairly old. It was said that I was born in a goat house; that is, my brothers made fun of me that
way. And that was almost the truth; reputedly, my home was a one-room shack without a wooden ﬂoor, only the dirt
for the bottom. For about 20 years my daddy was a missionary to poor people in the hills of North Georgia; but by the
time I was born he had migrated with his large family to the country near Dublin, Georgia. He still served the very
poor people; so poor that they could not pay him enough to support a family, eventually causing him to give up the
ministry and move to Thomaston to get work. The reason they called my birthplace a goat house is because it was
turned over to goats after we moved away.
But, before moving to “the big city”, we lived for a time in a country house, where the outdoor chimney had collapsed. Only about two years young at the time – I remember being out in the yard watching the brick and mortar
falling all around me. I was lucky in escaping an early death; or, maybe – as we as a family didn’t believe in that kind
of luck but in God’s protection instead – I was saved for a particular purpose in the plans of God. Later, we as a family
rode through a stormy night in my granddaddy’s truck to a new life. I seem to get images of a cow in the back shifting
around in the rain while my three brothers were there near her; probably trying – without total success – to dodge
the cow’s hoofs; and of daddy and mama sitting in the front seat next to me; my baby sister in mama’s lap. For a few
months we lived very close to the railroad on Green Street in Thomaston, Ga. When the train came through, it seemed
like it was going to come right through our little house.
My parents chose a great man as my namesake – Dr. David Livingstone (the nineteenth century missionary and doctor), dropping off the “e” at the end. Perhaps that had something to do with my choosing to seek a high calling, even
if my life never measures up to his stalwart character. God knows that I have tried; my, how I have tried, choosing to
strive in the major arts – about ﬁve in all – each of which is a tremendous challenge to the biggest talents around to
overcome nature’s mountains of difﬁculty, all of which is heightened considerably by the scheming and cheating of
some impurely-motivated competitors.
Now, add on top of all that the inescapable penalties against person as well as career that may be applied to those
who – like myself – attempt to add an unpopular cause through which to give one’s talent expression. For instance,
the standing up for civil rights long before even Martin Luther King had given up resistance to God’s calling and
agreed to pick up the cross that he eventually surmised would cause him to go to Golgotha. Even before the masses
of negroes (King, himself, was uncompromised by the then – commonly accepted use of that name for his race) began
to join the gathering crowd, I got up and made a lonely stand, knowing that there would be sacriﬁces; however, there
would be no fame for me, nor big money.
And what successes I did achieve in each of four or ﬁve very difﬁcult art ﬁelds were not helped by martyrdom.
Admittedly, they were not big successes, but at least they were diversiﬁed! They were: (1) First Prize, Drawing, and
2nd prize, Water Color, Marine; in the Georgia State Fair of 1958; (2) Color Photo Award In the Atlanta Journal Constitution Sunday Magazine, 1960; (3) Honorable Mention in a nationwide hospitalized veterans’ songwriting contest;
Placing in the National Poetry Association’s “Anthology of Best College Poetry in the USA, 1951; (4) Sale of one story,
combined with a poem, to Home Life Magazine in 1956 (750,000 circulation) and a second story to the same magazine
(when circulation had increased to 850,000) in 1962; (5) Sale of a poem to Georgia Magazine, 1960; (6) Sale of a small
ﬁller to Progressive Farmer and one short piece to the Atlanta Journal Constitution Sunday Magazine, in the ﬁfties.
(7) Also, I sold scores of paintings and drawings to individuals –some for publication and some large murals for businesses; some decorations and some designs for businesses and did wall decor decorations on jobs. (8) I was editor
and writer for multiple publications used by the professions. (9) I have composed scores of music compositions, some
scored for orchestras and one full musical (unproduced); also produced many CDs with compositions, singing solo
parts and instrumentals.
I ﬁrmly believe that God has sent angels to perform these experiences in me. I have done all I could to pull the
masses into the experiencing of some of the greatest and most beautiful works ever done completely for humanity’s
and God’s sake.
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Though needles sunk Ray to an ultimate
low, eventually landing him in prison, a
very different type of needle revived him.
TEXT BY SARAH CLAPSADDLE
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“Here I am in prison, loser world,
and guys are coming up to me on a
regular basis, not only just fellow inmates, but guards and administrators, wanting to see my artwork. And
they’re saying ‘Wow this is really
good.’ So I’m getting all this praise
and encouragement in the most unlikely place in the world, in prison,
where it’s a cross between negative
city and the bizarro planet. But I’m
getting my self-esteem rejuvenated.”
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As a child, Ray Materson was interested in sports,
friends and doing well in school. However, somewhere along the way, peer pressure started getting
the best of him. His grades dropped, and he began
skipping school to drink and smoke.
Though he lost interest in school, Ray never lost
his drive to move forward. He dropped out and visited a recruiter who found him a job. Accepting a
position as a busboy, Ray thought he’d travel the
world Greyhound-style. He didn’t look back until he
realized his traveling would be limited to the path
between the dining room and kitchen.
Ray took night classes, received his GED and went
to college. Things soon took a turn for the worse.
One day, looking for a good time, Ray took off to
a tiny cottage on a lake for a weekend of partying
with a girl in cutoff jean shorts that showed up
at his door early in the morning. After drinking a
few too many beers and shooting rounds off in the
backyard, Ray wandered inside with no idea that
the next day would impact his entire future. He sat
down in the kitchen and was not at ﬁrst tempted
by the white powder produced by the girl. He had
tried cocaine before and wasn’t interested. But he
had never tried it her way. Shooting cocaine became
a habit for Ray. As he describes it, “My self esteem
just went to hell.”
His new lifestyle eventually landed him in jail.
“When you’re in prison, you’re at the bottom of
the barrel. It doesn’t get any worse than that.”
Ray found a way to rise up from the bottom, through
art. A childhood memory sparked a unique artistic
vision that would eventually lead to his release,
with a little help from a simple sewing needle and
a pair of old socks purchased in trade for a pack of
smokes. The memory was of his grandmother embroidering on the porch. Ray envisioned transporting himself from his cell to the Rose Bowl. To get
into the spirit of game day, he began to embroider a
University of Michigan emblem with yarn from the
unraveled blue and yellow striped socks to sew on a
hat he crafted from bed sheets.
Beginning his new life with a few embroidery
stitches, Ray didn’t realize the impact his work
would have on his fellow inmates, his future wife
and even himself. Interest in his art from his fellow
inmates began to help Ray regain his self worth.
They offered to trade socks and cigarettes for his
art. Requests included embroidered Harley David-
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son emblems and ﬂags as well as heart and ﬂower
pieces for moms and girlfriends. A business was
born. It earned Ray something he could get on his
own: respect.
About a year later, he started designing his own
pieces, and external recognition soon followed. His
sister was able to show his pieces at a folk art show,
and her friend Melanie, a huge fan of Ray’s work, offered to become his agent. She later became his wife.
Melanie promoted Ray’s work while he was still in
prison, brining it to New York where it received attention from media outlets such as “Good Morning
America” and the The New York Times.
The attention isn’t surprising considering that
Ray’s pieces are both intricate and extremely small
in scale, just 2 by 2 inches. Each takes 50 to 60 hours
to complete. His work manifested into not only a
medium for Ray to showcase his talent but as a way
to heal from the past. “A lot of the work that I’ve
done is based on my own experience with drug
dependency, my own life. A lot of that work has
this substance-abuse theme.”
His latest ﬁnished piece illustrates that. It’s of a
man looking at a sewing hoop in a prison cell, looking from the outside in. He’s worked on a few others also, but has much less time now than he once
had, and he’s happy about that. His life has come
full circle, and he now helps teens headed down the
same path he once was.
After being released from prison, serving seven
years of his 15-year sentence, Ray was asked to be
part of an art show titled “High on Life: Transcending Addiction” in Baltimore, which led to winning
the Innovators Combating Substance Abuse Award.
He was asked to design a program based on personal experiences.
Ray is now the Manager of Arts in Residence
program at the Berkshire Farms facility, helping
troubled teens focus their energy on creating art in
favor of trouble. “What we want to do in this program is lift the kids up in the arts, try to create
an experience similar to my own.”
And the program is working. The teens have been
getting positive feedback and even booked a show.
While passing out student art calendars at a gallery, they were invited to showcase their work at an
exhibit titled “Left Field” at Time & Space Limited
in Hudson, New York.
“There’s just a whole lot of good stuff coming.”
RAY MATERSON
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THE ART & SCIENCE
OF IONEL TALPAZAN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY BRIAN ULRICH

Ionel Talpazan is a visionary artist living in Harlem.
He has been writing, drawing, and painting UFO inspired visions since the age of 8 when he was enveloped
by a “beautiful blue light of energy that moved in circles”
in his home town of Parvu, Romania. Talpazan says his
work discloses the technology of ﬂying saucers and the
origins of the universe. Published here are excerpts from
the pages of Ionel’s theories, written in his own hybrid
combination of Romanian and phoenetically-spelled
English. Ionel believes his work will offer the human
race scientiﬁc value in the future.
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When a stroke ended her singing
career, Bertha Halozan decided to
paint a vision of the world where
the sun was always shining.
TEXT BY HILLA KATKI
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Bertha Halozan was in her 60s before she picked up
a paintbrush. After a stroke ended her singing career
in 1978, she refused to sit silently and watch the world
go by. Despite her now shaky hands, Bertha started
teaching herself to paint. She painted people and animals. She painted childhood memories. She painted her
dreams. She painted a vision of the world where the sun
was always shining.
Bertha was born in Vienna in 1917. In the mid-1950s,
she emigrated to the United States, settling in New York
City. Although she worked by day as a physical therapist, her passion was singing. She enjoyed an amateur
career as a concert singer in the 1950s and 1960s and
performed at recital halls and nightclubs throughout
the City. “I didn’t always hit the notes, but I always
made a lot of noise,” she said of her singing career.
Bertha is perhaps best known for her paintings of the
Statue of Liberty. She had always fondly remembered
sailing into New York Harbor the day she arrived in the
United States. To her, the statue represented “a lady of
peace” welcoming her to America. Her paintings depict
a blond, blue-eyed and pigtailed Statue of Liberty, surrounded by whimsical ﬁgures such as swimmers, birds,
boats, dancers, and helicopters. She often inscribed
them with the words, “We love Statue of Liberty. There
are still some good people living in this world.”
Tammey Stubbs, owner of Art at Large, a gallery in
Hell’s Kitchen, and a collector of Bertha’s works, said
that these scenes reﬂect how Bertha felt about the city.
“She painted what made her happy,” said Stubbs.
For Bertha, painting was also a means of connecting
with her fellow New Yorkers. When the weather was
nice, she could be found painting at 55th and Broadway,
where she lived. The sidewalks of New York City allowed her to interact with all sorts of people, which she
loved to do. She was known to hand her paintbrush to
onlookers and encourage them to paint too. When the
paintings were ﬁnished, Bertha would frame them, often covering the backs with copies of newspaper articles about herself. She said that she wanted the owner
to know something about the artist. On her larger pieces, she’d even include photos of her other paintings.
According to Stubbs, though, Bertha never cared
about being a famous artist. She was more concerned

BERTHA HALOZAN

with what she wanted to say through her work than
what other people thought of it. When Stubbs tried to
organize a show of Bertha’s work at an art gallery in
Chicago, logistical problems prevented it. Bertha herself turned down an offer by an art dealer who wanted
to represent her.
Stubbs once decided to show the work that she had
purchased from Bertha at her own gallery. “But Bertha
probably never even knew that her paintings were
being shown in a formal setting, and probably
wouldn’t have cared if she did know,” said Stubbs.
Bertha was very picky about who she sold her paintings to and often would decline to sell them altogether,
insisting that she was merely “displaying” them. Most,
she ended up giving away.
For the more than 35 years she lived in New York, the
staff of the Dream Hotel had become her family of sorts,
and each is believed to have been the recipient of at least
one of her paintings. During the building’s conversion
from subsidized housing for low-income individuals
into an upscale hotel in the mid-1990s, Bertha became
very close with members of the staff. And they would
remain a source of support to her throughout her life.
The doormen would help her outside to her corner,
and would watch over her as she painted and interacted
with people on the street. When the staff became aware
of the cramped conditions of her apartment, they renovated a larger space overlooking Broadway for Bertha.
Known for her large collection of coats, she was always distinctively dressed. The front desk clerk said
that she would wear her wedding ring, even though she
was presumed to be a widow, so men wouldn’t harass
her when she was painting on the streets. Doorman Edwin Virvet described Bertha as “very patient” but no
shrinking violet. “She had a sharp tongue and was
known to raise her cane in the air and shake it at
those who didn’t treat her well,” he said.
Bertha died on November 24, 2004, after suffering a
fall. She was thought to be 87. Because she had no next
of kin, the hotel paid for her burial in a cemetery on
Church Street.
Bertha herself humorously embraced the label “outsider art” by saying, “Well, I’m sitting outside, and
here’s my art!”

artist: original, american & austrian paintings
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WALL

Jeff Neumann doesn’t like
empty walls. Negative space
makes him itch.
TEXT BY DENNY FRASER
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ANDREW MCALLISTER
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Composed of found objects, Jeff Neumann’s pieces
– always unexpected – are at once reﬂective and
provocative. Jeff’s art is massive in scale. Floor to ceiling works are not uncommon. In each, he layers bits and
pieces of discarded materials, unveiling a vision he’s
often unaware of until it is complete. And some are never
“done”. Like a painter, Jeff continues to add a stroke here,
a stroke there – until sometimes a piece will be completely transformed.
Asked about his work, he will tell you it all started as
a way to pay for his daughter’s upcoming college education. She was bound for the Ivy League, and he needed a
second income to start saving for it.
“If Basquiat can do it, if Rauschenberg can do it,
what the heck,” said Jeff.
But to assign a purely commercial motive as the inspiration for his art is to ignore how Jeff works. He puts passion into creating each piece and holds a deep reverence
for the process. “I am not trying to make the kind of
art that you see at tent shows,” Jeff acknowledges.
The type and the scale of his work does not lend itself
to art that would be commercially popular in northeastern Ohio, where Jeff makes his home. Its abstract and
quirky quality is a hard sell to the conservative people
who live in the region.
I served as Jeff’s manager for several years and observed his work up close. Jeff was a graphic designer
for a Web development agency in the late 90s. By day, he
built corporate Web sites. By night, he turned the agency
basement into a studio, where he worked well into the
wee hours of the morning. Seeing what Jeff had churned
out the night before was a revelation for me each day.
It all started quietly enough.
One day, we noticed a few bits of photo paper pasted onto
a print hanging near Jeff’s space. Day by day, the composition continued to evolve. At ﬁrst we just saw his work
as a novel way to personalize his ofﬁce space. But as time
passed, the print was no longer recognizable beneath the
collage of found objects he had pasted on top of it. In its
place was a new piece, one that reﬂected the working life
of the people around it.
Jeff said that this initial work was inspired by some
photos his daughter took one evening that turned out
completely black. “I asked myself what I could do with
the photos instead of throwing them away,” he said.
The answer to that simple question turned into one
of the most proliﬁc artistic periods in Jeff’s life.
He started playing around placing the black photographs in a pattern on top of an existing print above his
summer 2005
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computer. Once employees started seeing his work take
shape, they began offering Jeff their old CDs, discarded
computer hard drives and keyboards, left-over graphic
art materials and anything else they thought he could
use for his work.
It was a mid-life crisis of sorts. A “now or never ” drive
that set in. “Instead of buying a convertible, I started
doing artwork,” Jeff said.
Paints were expensive. Found objects were something
he always had on-hand. But Jeff realized he needed a
sturdy canvas to be able to mount and hang such heavy
objects. In his role as our “Chief Grocery Ofﬁcer” (an important role at a company where people routinely pulled
all-nighters), Jeff had a budget for the weekly food shopping for our staff of 80-plus employees. For his canvas,
Jeff got creative, and admits now to sneaking extra garbage bags and shower curtains into his cart when no one
was looking. Considering some of his pieces are as large
as 12 ft. by 18 ft, that’s a lot of garbage bags.
No wall was safe.
Over time, Jeff’s art began to show up throughout the
14,000 sq. ft. ofﬁce, until eventually, all evidence of the
prior decor was gone. Jeff had artwork up in about everyone’s ofﬁce. At night, he would go around and continue to
add to and reﬁne each piece. Once a piece was done, he
would take it down and tack up a new canvas. Employees
would go from ofﬁce to ofﬁce, offering small coos of appreciation and challenging themselves to ﬁnd what was
different and new from the day before. They expressed
awe at the intricacy and volume of the work, and admiration for the caring they knew Jeff put into each piece.
Because his materials were primarily coming out of
our work environment, Jeff’s early pieces seemed to poke
fun at the temporality of the high-tech world in which we
worked. Because we were a company that upgraded our
computers every year, Jeff had a constant supply of hightech gear to use as fodder for new art.
The owner of the company wasn’t a big fan. He couldn’t
see beyond the materials that made up each piece to appreciate the story that each told, about the employees
and their daily work. In fact, he viewed it as trash and
wanted Jeff’s pieces to be taken down. But many of the
employees liked the personality that Jeff’s pieces brought
to their working environment. And so an internal debate
began about the meaning of art.
In the end, as is often the case, the owner won the debate. Most of Jeff’s pieces had to be removed. And no
matter what side of the argument you were on, there was
a sense of loss in our working environment when Jeff’s
artwork was gone.

K2 SCREAMER (THIS SIDE UP), 2004, Collage 90” x 71”
JEFFREY FRANCIS STANLEY NEUMANN
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EVEN I DON’T KNOW, 2004, Collage, 72” x 126”
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Like many companies caught up in the dot com frenzy, we stopped appreciating the value of the people who
were responsible for our success. We started outsourcing creative and started in-sourcing project management. It wasn’t a surprise to many when our once successful company failed.
After our company closed, Jeff continued to stay
true to his original vision of using discarded materials
in his pieces. While he believes in recycling, he’s not
trying to make a statement about environmentalism.
“Using found objects just makes practical sense
(the average piece costs him less than $5 to produce)
and is a way of helping people see objects they use
everyday in a new way,” he said.
When Jeff went on to work for the Fashion Institute at
Kent State, fashion remnants replaced computer harddrives and CDs as his source material for art. In place of
garbage bags, the school donated 1000 sheets of heavy
paper for him to use as his new canvas.

5

One day when the dean was away he hung his work
throughout the school to see how everyone would react.
Within the week all the works were neatly stacked on
his desk.
But Jeff was still very happy with the reaction he
received. “I’ve done the same thing throughout my
life. “I’ll take over walls and wait around for what
people will say. It’s chutzpah,” he says.
His new work is decidedly less work-oriented. A few
years ago his daughter gave him the book, “Picasso’s
War: The Destruction of Guernica and the Masterpiece
that Changed the World.” And this theme inspired Jeff
to reﬂect on concepts of destruction and death. “Painting is not done to decorate apartments. It is an instrument of war,” so said Pablo Picasso, about his
creation of his painting Guernica in reaction to the Nazis’ bombing of the Basque village. Guernica is widely
regarded as one of the best-known works of anti-war

visual art ever made. Jeff regards his Guernica series
(totalling over 50 plus pieces) as some of his best work.
He’s now considering his next act.
With more than 400 pieces of wall art that he has cataloged and scanned, he is in the beginning stages of deconstructing the pieces graphically and recomposing
them into new pieces online. Some he may set to video
with music that he writes.
The possibility that Jeff may start creating works online should make his wife very happy. They long ago ran
out of wall space in their home, and storage space in
their 1200 sq. ft. basement, to house Jeff’s art.
While his work hasn’t yet paid off commercially, he
believes one day it will. “If not during my lifetime,
then maybe during my daughters’ or grandchildren’s lives,” he says.
It’s his legacy, and he’s passing it on.

2004 SPACEODDITY REDONE, 2004
Collage/Mixed Media
82”x 128“

BOMBS OVER THE CITY OF GUERNICA, 2004
Collage/Mixed Media
98” x 80”

PLANE OVER COLORS , 2004
Collage/Mixed Media
36“ x 24”
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1937 GUERNICA MAN (UNDER ATTACK), 2004, Collage/Multi Media, 78” x 53”

FACE OF KEMO, 2004, Collage 72” x 48”
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Like the smokestacks which
continually spill dark clouds
that ﬁll his landscape, Cleveland’s Buzz Boron spouts
spiritually motivated paintings and lyrics of a brooding
and apocalyptic nature.
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CROW, 2005
Mixed Media
24.5 x 18.5,
STARKWEATHER FRIENDS, 2005
Mixed Media
12.5 x 18.5
ROAD IS SLOWER, 2005
Mixed Media
24.5 x 18.5
IT’S TIME TO GO, 2005
Mixed Media
24.5 x 18.5
summer 2005
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THE MESSAGE AND THE SENDER
I turned on the radio. It was out of control. Said the woman to a
man. Inuendos. Understand? Then they all had a laugh. I said
“Where’s the music at?” It used to be so innocent. Never saw the
sin in it. Then I got me a Q-tip. Now I hear all the bullchips “It’s
only entertainment.” Is what they use to tame it. Like wrestlers in
a square ring. Con-promoters like Don King. What’s the message
that they’re sendin? You can hide behind amendments? And now
it’s time to end this, I hope you’re not offended. The truth is not a
secret. Whether you believe it... or not, or not, or not.
WE TRY
We try, to get by. Any means we are side by side. It won’t run. It
won’t hide. We wrap the ﬂag around and let it ﬂy. We resist the
holy bread. We want revenge for all the ﬁre and the death. Rise up
elect and unite. You’re the salt and the light. We give blood. Pledge
dole. We sing an anthem just before we start the show. This pride
feels good. But doesn’t satisfy our need for soul food.
summer 2005
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HEAL YOU
It’s war time. You can’t escape. It’s war time. When he... Your
money will do you no good. Your guns will do you no good. Your
houses will do you no good. When he... your cars will not take you.
Your pills will not cure you. Your shrink will not heal you. When
he... I used to be me.
WHEN?
The kids today are falling down. Their swirling round the toilet
bowl. Their minds are shrunk by the TV screens, rebelling with
angry screams. No on earth for your mother. No on earth for your
father. No on earth for nobody. No on earth for nobody. The songs
today are angry and they sell in the millions. They infect the teen
years with perverts and great fears. Fill the void with alchohol.
Fill the void with an eight ball. Fill the void with our devils. We ﬁll
ﬁll the void with our devils. When are you comin? Jesus. When?
When are you comin? Jesus. When? When? When are you comin?
Jesus. When? When are you comin? Jesus.
the message & the sender
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DEBT
I can’t repay the debt today. Or tommorrow or the next day or the
next day. And I can’t take away what I said yesterday and tommorow is ﬁlled with sorrow and the next day and the next day. It’s
hard to open the gate when you erased their face. So you stone
them and kill them. I know. It’s better to be blind than stare behind. She’s a temptress and she meant it when she bent it. And
now you’re old. All alone and frozen cold. Where’s the love at. I
know we all got to go sometime. Sometime. Will he ﬁnd your
name... Will he ﬁnd your name... In the book of life? In the book of
life? I know. My name... My name is in the book of life. In the book
of life. In the book of life.
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WILLY’S ON THE ROAD AGAIN
Willy’s on the road again with his friends and I am just sitting here
trying to pretend. That this life I chose is just how it goes. When I
know I belong working on songs all the day long. And I dreamt
last night that things were not right. When you closed the suitcase you frowned on your face. And I knew for the ﬁrst time what
it felt like to be behind with myself. And for two days I fasted and
prayed for godspeed. And for two days I fasted and prayed for him
to deliver my need. That is when I realized it was all a dream. So I
let it all go up and even in death I might throw up. I was left to the
right, alone out of site. Were stoned to the bone for glory and
spite. We cut up our skin and painted scars in. We could run to the
hills or pay all our bills. It is the end
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Minneapolis native Chris Mars is best known for
his for his former life as drummer for The Replacements, but is now making a name for himself in the
art world. Chris’ work is often a reaction to the plight
of his brother, who was diagnosed with schizophrenia
at a young age and institutionalized at a time when very
little was known about the disease. His imagery is symbolic of the fear, pain and humiliation that his brother
has undergone as a result. Chris’ art also probes his
own deep-seated fear of the permanence of labels, and
of the difﬁcult, lonely, impossible rode of clawing out
from under one’s given label.

the sleep of reason
INTERVIEW BY SAMANTHA KAINE
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You spoke a little bit about fear in your 2000 artist
statement. What is your number one fear related to
your own mind? Explain more about how it comes
out in your art.
I recall as a child visiting my brother in various institutions. Based on these experiences, I developed a fear
that overcoming the labels applied by societal and institutional systems could be a difﬁcult, lonely – or perhaps impossible – task. In imagining what my brother
might have felt as he was pulled away from our family
for extended periods (and, as a mere child, fearing same
for myself ) I could only imagine his sense of confusion
and ostracization. I felt fear for him – me his sibling
without schizophrenia; his little brother safe at home. I
can only imagine then/now his heightened state, confusion – he at the center of it, a child himself really, away
from home. Schizophrenic, alone, dejected, afraid in a
strange, unloving place.
This early experience has made me aware – in a broader sense – of ways that negative ostracization and labeling of groups and individuals is so counter productive;
counter “spiritual”. I fear the righteous, dehumanizing
way the tribal side of human nature expresses itself in
an exercise of intolerance – singling out “the other”. I
have a rational fear of the irrational – of xenophobic
fears that develop between groups and individuals.
This theme is what comes out in my art at nearly every sitting. My ﬁgures and expressions to me are symbols that represent all who are shunned and discarded,
societally and institutionally, even interpersonally.
Do the monsters represent the struggle against inhumanity? How do you deﬁne inhumanity? In what
way have you personally struggled against it?
My monsters are, to me, anti-monster in as far as how
the word “Monster” is today regarded. The original definition of monster was “a deformed child”. My ﬁgures
are closer to this original deﬁnition. But rather than
“deformed” I like to think of them as uniquely formed CHRIS MARS

simply different beings that aren’t cut from typical patterns or cloth. Given this, my ﬁgures, or ”monsters” if
you will, do represent a struggle against the real monsters, the monsters of inhumanity.
I have witnessed ﬁrsthand the ﬂavor of inhumanity
in this the form of hurtful, “religious” righteousness.
Though not necessarily directed at me, it pained and
pains me to observe the pettiness and actual, real, dimensional cruelty that can arise when individuals use
religion – or politic - as a badge to empower and “legitimize” a selﬁsh ego (collective or otherwise) for the
sake of submission; control over another. I have nothing
against ones’ personal spiritual quest – “religious” or
otherwise. But in witnessing this petty orientation to
religion, and religion to the spirit, it dawned on me so
clearly how brutal crimes arise.
In your artist statement, you say, “There is a societal
temptation to dismiss or even to demean those who
do not ﬁt readily into its categories.” Is this feeling a
catalyst for your creativity? Does chaﬁng at the constraints of a societal structure fuel your art?
Chaﬁng at the constraints of societal structures that
dismiss, that demean, that kill – is indeed the octane
that fuels my art. Empathizing with my brother’s experience early on was my initiation onto this path. Once
on the path, I see that it stretches back in time so much
further than I can imagine. Along it I see burnt witches, the slaughtered multitudes of the crusades, persecuted and cruciﬁed Africans, banished homosexuals,
dismissed and discarded mentally or physically challenged people - on and on and on. My brother’s strife is
more intimately felt, but I think that my approach is to
express myself while empathetically “channeling” what
it might feel like to exist with the business end of a societal weapon pointed at your head.
How does your art celebrate “outsiders.”
I try to present my art in a way that attracts and repels
simultaneously. On one hand with color, technique and
execution I hope to attract. On the other hand with the
ﬁgurative and expressive elements I seek to challenge
ones’ notions about beauty. If something initially appears as grotesque will this notion – upon examination
– remain? If there is something interesting and worthy
about part of it, why discard the whole thing for the
elements deemed “uneasy”? This is the crux of the conversation; what I would like to instill more broadly pertaining to the “outsiders” of the world. This is my way
of celebrating the outsider, my way of saying that the
word “outsider” itself is only a label. But labels themselves can be dangerous.
the sleep of reason
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Aftermath Monument VM-2, Oil on Panel, 20 x 20, 2004

Bottle Town of New Myths, Oil on Panel, 26 x 20, 2004
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The Welcome Goodbye to Thief Anderson, Oil on Panel, 15 x13, 2005

Shouting Doesn’t Make It True, Oil on Panel, 15 x 19, 2005

Contempt for the Guzzard, Oil on Panel, 24 x 17, 2003

CHRIS MARS
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Trial by Smoke, Oil on Panel, 24 x36, 2003
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The Curse of Head Medicine, Oil on Panel, 23 x 36, 2004

CHRIS MARS
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THRIFT STORE ART

We gave participants $20 each to visit a thrift shop of their choice to purchase an item or items that they feel are
art. All we asked in return is that they write a short paragraph telling us why they bought what they did.

Untitled (dog), by J. Strauss $5
Oil on masonite
How can anyone not like this painting? It’s a semi-realistic portrait
of a chow, possibly Strauss’s dog. I like the use of light and shadow,
in particular. The dog is painted with dignity, and like the Mona
Lisa, it seems as if he’s always looking at you, no matter where you
move around in relation to the painting.
Hilla Katki
Graphic Designer

Statue of Liberty–$5
Cast steel
As a collector, I am drawn to the forgotten, the discarded and the
unappreciated leftovers of others’ lives. I offer sanctuary to things
no longer wanted. This has led to a diverse range of categories to
which I am always adding. Each category is an evolving composition. Some are on view, others assembled with related items in
various storage elements. These artifacts are always evocative,
ﬁlled with memories, those of the original owner, of my own and
of times past.
The price was right on the Statue of Liberty; I never pass up
reasonably priced ones. It will join my extensive assembly of torchbearing ladies, located on the southern end of my New York skyline
of souvenir buildings. Each represents someone’s trip to visit this
majestic sculpture, icon of New York and of the United States.
Dorothy Globus
Curator of Exhibitions, Museum of Arts & Design.
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Untitled, Anonymous $2
Aluminum, bottlecaps, wood
I grew up with complete access to and ﬁrst dibs on all the secondhand stuff I could pick through at the Salvation Army in Mount
Vernon, NY. My mother was a saleslady there throughout most of
my childhood and well into my more ﬁne-tuned teenage collecting
years. She’d often come home with quirky items, asking, much to
my father’s dismay, “What about this? You like this?”
Over the years, I amassed a roomful of odds and ends; other
people’s castoffs were my new treasures. Albums were purchased
solely for their cover designs, loud Hawaiian shirts for their patterns and colors, and my bottle cap ashtray/snack dish for its recycling resourcefulness and beauty. It couldn’t have been more than
$2, and now that my mother has long since retired, I’ve been forced
out into cyberspace to bid on siblings for my bottle cap man. Sadly,
my $2 days are over.
Gail Anderson
Creative Director, Spot Co

THRIFT STORE ART

Untitled, Anonymous $5
Acrylic on canvas
The artist is painting a work from his memory, perhaps a perfect
place where he would like to live. The artist may not want to be
found. The house is secluded, and partly hidden in the trees. The
artist may want to escape from something, perhaps from the expectations of society, sickness or painful past. The mood of the
place is solitary, but at the same time happy. It is just a simple
home where the artist can do whatever he pleases. He may have
picked the speciﬁc location for the house because of the body of
water close by. It could serve as his music. The artist may one day
just hop on a makeshift boat, leaving all the possessions to this
house for someone else to discover and enjoy. One day the artist
may be back, by chance or by accident. And he will be happy for the
other inhabitants that passed this way.
Melvin De Los Santos
Graphic Designer, Darkelephant
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MARCHELL SWAFFORD is a mother of ﬁve grown kids and a grandmother of 3 living in Akron Ohio. She loves to spend her time
crafting anything she can get her hands on. She is the creator and author of Silly Goose, a calendar of 12 goose outﬁts. Marchell is
currently working on a craft book that illustrates all of her various projects she works on with kids and senior citizens.

SAM KAINE lives in Atlanta where she masquerades as a corporate drone at a multinational transportation company. Her alter
ego loves to write, ride bikes and play video games.

DAN PRINCE is an artist and journalist. Prince’s own assemblage and found-object artwork has been exhibited in traveling
shows entitled “Dada Knows Best,” and “Eureka––I Found It!” across the Unites States. Prince is a well known muralist, with his
largest work, a 525-foot construction fence entitled “Life in America,” in Stanford Connecticut. He has organized large shows of
Outsider Art with several American museums, galleries and alternative venues. Prince has been writing about Outsider Art and the
American folk environment since 1970 and has written for many publications, including American Art Review, Art and Antiques,
and Americana. He is also a contributing author to many books on Outsider and Folk Art. Continuing to collect, write, and work
on his own art, Prince divides his time between Stone Mountain Georgia and driving around the United States exploring real art
by real people.
CASSANDRA MALLIEN is a photographer based in Jacksonville, Florida. While not taking pictures of dogs and little kids, she
loves to hang out with her partner and friend Wesley. Check her out at www.cassandramallien.com/

GAIL ANDERSON is a New York City based graphic designer and collector of salt and pepper shakers, Fiestaware, bottle caps,
and other assorted odds and ends. She is currently trying –with marginal success –to reform her ways.
DOROTHY TWINING GLOBUS has been involved with museums for over three decades. After twenty years as Curator of
Exhibitions at the Cooper-Hewitt Museum, she went on to Director of the Museum at the Fashion Institute of Technology, and is
now the Curator of Exhibitions at the Museum of Arts & Design. She has an extensive personal collection, including many humble
items that go unnoticed by most of the world.
MELVIN DE LOS SANTOS is a New York graphic designer, illustrator and the interactive mascot behind darkelephant.com
which he visits everyday, just to darken his day. He enjoys eating at least seven or eight times a day, running, and was an avid rock
climber until his shoulder popped out. He’s back in shape after the doctor advised him to mouseover buttons and ﬁght pop-up
windows to strenghten his muscles. There’s nothing that excites him more than bidding on useless nonsense objects on ebay.

SARAH CLAPSADDLE lives in New York City and works as an integration manager, developing television and radio station
websites. She is also a freelance writer. In her spare time, Sarah likes to travel, eat out, bargain shop, and be crafty. Learn more
about Sarah online at sarahclapsaddle.tripod.com/
IONEL TALPAZAN is a visionary artist living in Harlem. He has been writing, drawing, and painting UFO inspired visions since
the age of 8 when he was enveloped by a “beautiful blue light of energy that moved in circles” in his home town of Parvu, Romania.
Ionel’s dream is to one day collaborate with scientists from NASA.
BRIAN ULRICH was born 1971 in Northport, NY and has lived in Long Island, NY; New York, NY; Akron, OH; Cleveland, OH; and
now calls Chicago, IL his home. He teaches photography at Columbia College, and Gallery 37 Center for the Arts and previously
at The University of Akron. His work has been exhibited at the Museum of Contemporary Photography, Chicago, the Museum of
Contempoary Art, Chicago, The Sean Kelly Gallery, NY, Exit Art, NY, the Creative Arts Workshop, New Haven, ArtChicago 2003/2004,
and the Peter Miller Gallery, Chicago. He is a frequent contributor to Adbusters Magazine, and has done editorial work for New
York Times Magazine, New York Magazine, Wired, and Chicago Magazine. Collections include: the LaSalle Bank Photography Collection, The Art Institute of Chicago, and the Museum of Contemporary Photography. www.notifbutwhen.com/
HILLA KATKI is a freelance graphic designer. She lives in Brooklyn with her girlfriend and her cat.
DENNY FRASER lives and works in New York. By day she suits it up as an accomplished business strategist. Denny has a
graduate degree in law, and versed in all legal issues surrounding the Internet, including: privacy policies, intellectual property
protection, and contract negotiation. By night she is the manager of the famous dogs, IZZY and YOKO, who will be staring in their
ﬁrst feature length ﬁlm this summer. Past times include lying awake at night and talking to the homeless people that live on her
block. Learn more about Denny at www.crankpin.com/
ANDREW MCALLISTER is an American Photographer currently working in Ohio on documentary, editorial, and panoramic photography. He has exhibited work in numerous galleries and clients have included the Akron Art Museum, MOCA Cleveland, The Plain Dealer, Alternative Press, Coop Himmelb(l)au, and The University of Akron. Andrew can be found onlince at
www.andrewfoto.com/
BUZZ BORON is singer, songwriter, and painter from Cleveland Ohio. Before his latest project, the Message and The Sender, Buzz
was the frontman for the inﬂuential indy rock band, The Duvalby Brothers. Listen to the Message and the Sender’s unrealeased
2000 studio album here: www.thetinydestroyers.com/ms/
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#01 IONEL TALPAZAN 5:43
“ART & SCIENCE”
Interview
©2005 Contraption & Ionel Talpazan

#12 LIVINGSTON’S LIVINGTONES 2:09
“BLUESY NEWS Track 06”
Written & Performed By David Livingston Hanson
©2005 David Livingston Hanson

#02 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 4:16
“THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#13 LIVINGSTON’S LIVINGTONES 2:30
“BLUESY NEWS Track 07”
Written & Performed By David Livingston Hanson
©2005 David Livingston Hanson

#03 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 1:45
“WE TRY”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#14 RAY MATERSON 1:42
“REAP WHAT YOU SEW”
Interview
©2005 Contraption & Ray Materson

#04 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 2:42
“HEAL YOU”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#15 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 4:12
“THE REASON THAT HE CAME”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#05 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 2:23
“WHEN”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#16 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 4:18
“WERE YOU THERE”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#06 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 3:08
“DEBT”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#17 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 5:18
“THE COW HAS NOT JUMPED OVER THE MOON YET”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#07 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 1:52
“WILLY’S ON THE ROAD AGAIN”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#18 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 2:47
“STARKWEATHER WAY”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#08 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 2:53
“ALIENS”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#19 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 1:42
“WINTER AGAIN REPRISE”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#09 LIVINGSTON’S LIVINGTONES 0:48
“MY GRAND CANYON SUITE 1”
Written & Performed By David Livingston Hanson
©2005 David Livingston Hanson

#20 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 3:31
“HEART SEEMS PURE”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#10 DAVID LIVINGSTON HANSON 3:01
“THE PRO-ESTHETIC”
INTERVIEW
©2005 Contraption & David Livingston Hanson

#21 THE MESSAGE & THE SENDER 1:34
“SPIRIT OF REMORSE LAS VEGAS”
Written & Performed By Buzz Boron
©2005 Buzz Boron

#11 LIVINGSTON’S LIVINGTONES 1:43
“BLUESY NEWS Track 01”
Written & Performed By David Livingston Hanson
©2005 David Livingston Hanson

#22 JEFF NEUMANN 1:03
“WHERE THERE’S A WALL”
Interview
©2005 Contraption & Jeff Neumann
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